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ABSTRACT
Voter registration is one of the most important steps in election in Indonesia as not-to-vote voter
usually come from not registered in the database of voters. In the process of voter registration, we face
some problems, mainly concerning the accuracy of voter’s data and the moving voter. Usually, we
think the accuracy means the latest data of the voter. In this paper, I propose two more aspect of data
which has to be considered: making voter registration is as easy as using usual application in our
mobile computing device like smartphone and get the precision or exact location of the voter. This
will help moving voter to register for election and on the other side, the General Elections
Commission will easy to find the right location of the voter and mapping the voter based on some
criteria.
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INTRODUCTION

Voters are grouped in some area based on numbers of voter and distance from (future) polling
station. The registration process held by officials who come to the place (house) of the voter, meet the
voter, and fill in the information of the voter usually in paper based. The papers will be collected in the
office of region Commission and information technology used in collecting data in the office of
election commission or in district or village and send to Sidalih via web.
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VOTER REGISTRATION

There are two kind of registration. One based on the jure position of the voter as the address of
the voter has to be exactly the same as the address in ID card. Other, based on the facto position of the
voter as the address of the voter is not the same as the address in ID card. This could happen, because
the voter is in one of some conditions where she/he has to go somewhere for a long time. This moving
voter sometimes become problems when officials come to the place of the voter and did not find the
voter and write no voter in that place while on the other side another officials think that the voter did
not qualified as a voter because the address is not the same as in his ID card.
2.1

Process of Voter Registration

In Indonesia, the General Elections Commission takes the responsibility of registering voters.
Officials conduct door-to-door enumeration, contacting each household in person. Voter registration is
one of the most costly, complex, labour-intensive, and time consuming process before the electionday. Even on the election-day, voter registration is still in process because there is a list named
additional voter list which include the voters that has the right to vote but not in the fixed voter list.
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2.2

Problem in Voter Registration

Accurate and up-to-date are the most significant aspects of the voter registration. Officials must
give attention for who have changed residence, new citizens, and the young who is age eligible. In
Indonesia, problem occurs when the citizen registration with electronic citizen identity card (KTP-El)
project is still in progress. The other problem is the precision location of the voter because of the
changed residence. Often, double data occurs because of this kind of voter.
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INTERNET AND MOBILE COMPUTING DEVELOPMENT

Internet becomes very common on all area of our life after its birth in 1969. World Wide Web
(WWW) or Web becomes the most attractive and most influenced thing after its initial release in the
early of 90’s. Telecommunication by cellular network or mobile communication becomes popular in
the early of this millennium. Now, mobile computing which is the combination of cellular
communication and Internet computing gained more attention for easing our life. A lot thing has
changed.
3.1

Internet and the Power of Mobile Computing

As in January 2018, Internet penetration in Indonesia reached 50% of population below the
number of worldwide penetration (Web-1) as we see in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Internet Penetration by Country
More number come from APJII (Asosiasi Pengusaha Jasa Internet Indonesia) in their report in
2017 there are 54,68% Internet user of population (143,26 million of 262 million population). Almost
58,08% user are in Java, the most populous island in Indonesia (Web-2) as in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Internet User by Region
We could see the penetration of Internet user based on character of city/regent that shows in
Figure 3 below.

Figure 1. Internet Penetration based on City/Regency Character
Also from APJII survey, the number of population which has smartphone reached 50,08% of
population and with the rise of selling of smartphone we can assume this number will be much more
bigger in next years.
3.2

GPS Mapping Services

We know Gojek, Grab, Uber which use location of their user to give transportation service. They
all use services from third party like Google or Open Map Street for giving result or counting the exact
location of the driver and the user. They are not using or making their own map service and this is
almost common in Internet business as the behavioural openness of Internet make it possible and more
rapid in application building.
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The location of the smartphone user could be calculated with location based service (LBS)
feature of the cellular provider and A-GPS (Assisted Global Positioning System) which uses the power
of GPS Satellite System. Almost all smartphone now has a built in GPS system. Also, there is a
metadata which keep the information of the geo-location of the picture taken by smartphone (the
system known as geo-tagging).

Source: http://discoveryourindonesia.com/go-jek-alternative-transportation-jakarta/

3.3

Online GIS Web Processing

Geographic Information System (GIS) website is using combination of webpage and Geolocation usually based on layer of the area for displaying data or information. We can show data and
information stored in GIS database server in the webpage by using map of area. Besides just showing
number and text, with GIS website, it will show the location based on map like from Google Maps or
Open Street Map with layering for specific information.
GIS website now is common in use as the visualisation data more attractive and gives a good
information for user.

Source: https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/gis-data-layers-visualization

A good combination of GIS-Website also consider for showing the map in all kind of devices,
from personal computer, notebook, or smartphone. Just by clicking some area of the map, the web will
show the information.
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Source: https://www.lovelljohns.com/lovell-johns-european-commission/
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ONLINE VOTER REGISTRATION WITH GPS MAPPING

By combining the power of Internet and GPS technology, we could make an online system for
registering voters with geo-location added in the fill in form. No need of paper based system.
4.1

Online Voter Registration

Voters could initiate a self-registration process with their smartphone. They connect to the
registration web and fill in the form on the web page. Besides their data, voters could allow their
device (usually their smartphone) to send information of the location (usually just by clicking one
button which will actively collect the geo-tagging information of the device) or pick the right position
of their house in the shown map in the form. They also can take the picture of their ID card and send it
with the form for validation.
Also, with the connectivity to Government’s Citizen Database via a web-service, the fill in
process could be simplified just by fill in the citizen’s ID number (NIK, nomor induk kependudukan).
The rest needed data will be shown after the server asks for Government’s Citizen Database via virtual
private network (VPN).
4.2

Processing Information from Voter

With Sidalih as the main system of voter registration, we have to make another system for
collecting submission online from voters. There has to be exists a validation system before the
information get into Sidalih.
Officials of this system will open the submission from voters. Check the submission and make
sure that the form is right and the location is true and the ID is the same as the form. If needed, there
will be a manual system for an on-site verification conducted by officials.
4.3

Submit the Submission into Sidalih

After checking the submission and get the confirmation, officials could submit the submission
to Sidalih. Sidalih will keeps the main data of voters as well as the geo-location tagging information
and the pictures.
4.4

Online Registration Conducted by Officials

Online system will be a substitute to manual/conventional system where the officials come to
house of voters. But, with the online system is reached by the smartphone of the officials, it will be no
hassle to fill in the voters data to the system by online. Even, in the area without connection to
Internet, the data could be collected offline and will be sent when the smartphone get the signal.
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CONCLUSION

It is possible to build a system for voter registration using the power of Internet and GPS
mapping provided by third parties. Online voter registration with a built in geo-tagging feature will
give two main benefits to the registration process. First, the simplicity of process in the voters’ side
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and the task of officials which in direct is reducing the cost of registering process. Second, the precise
location of the user with a good mapping online system will give the Commission a comprehensive
view of the voter’s data including the precise location of voter in some area. With the existence of
Sidalih as the main system of voter registration used by Commission, it is not hard to add a
complementary feature of geo-tagging and process of self-online registration.
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